
          SATURDAY, 20/07/24 

 

R1 ENGHIEN [L-H] 

 

C1 - PRIX DE LA PORTE DES LILAS - 2250m (a1m1/2) - Class D Race - 

Harness - EUR € 33,000  

 
1. MAGGY JENILOU - Qualified in 1'17"5 at Caen late last month and can make a big splash if 
this translates to competition conditions. Chance 

2. MANZANA - Modest qualifier in 1'20"1 at Grosbois 2 months ago, and will need to show 
another side 

3. MARBOXIE D'HERIPRE - Untried filly that left a good impression when qualifying in 1'18"8 at 
Meslay on 4 June. Is clearly a forward individual and can get straight down to business 

4. MASSIVE ATTACK - Racecourse debutante that qualified without fanfare but her trainer 
seldom starts them in Paris if not ready, and victory looks well within her reach 

5. MOON DES CHARRONS - Looked very ordinary when posting 1'20"8 in qualification at 
Grosbois 12 days ago and is unlikely to influence the outcome 

6. MOON STAR FOR YOU - Put in an eye-catching 1'16"9 in Caen qualification late-May. Has 
had time to prepare for her career debut and is unlikely to disappoint 

7. MORALITY - Qualified in 1'18"7 at Le Mans 3 weeks ago and appears to be facing a stiff test 
first time out 

8. MADO - Unexceptional in qualification and similarly so when 4th to MANANA JEF (10) in a 
2225m Ecommoy Class F on debut 2 weeks ago. Not a priority 

9. MELODY COOL - Outclassed her field in qualification early-May before coming 2nd of 9 in a 
2300m Bernay Class F a fortnight ago. Will have come on for the run and looks a contender 

10. MANANA JEF - Qualified moderately at Bordeaux before winning a 2225m Ecommoy Class 
F on debut 2 weeks ago. Takes on some more serious fillies this time but can still make first 5 

Summary: MARBOXIE D'HERIPRE (3) was not over-taxed when qualifying early last month but 
is a precocious filly and it would be no surprise to see her impose at the first time of asking. 
William Bigeon will still be justifiably wary of the Philippe Allaire-trained MASSIVE ATTACK (4) 
who has been deemed good enough to race here after having passed his usual Caen 
[qualification] test. Stablemate MELODY COOL (9) did just that before running 2nd on debut 
recently and will be competitive, as should MAGGY JENILOU (1) whose late-June qualification 
did not go unnoticed. 

SELECTIONS 

MARBOXIE D'HERIPRE (3) - MASSIVE ATTACK (4) - MELODY COOL (9) - MAGGY 

JENILOU (1) 



          SATURDAY, 20/07/24 

 

C2 - PRIX DE NOTRE DAME - 2150m (a1m1/4) - Class C Race - Harness - 

EUR € 46,000  

 
1. LYRA DU METZ - Won a claimer over longer here before coming 2nd of 10 in a 2700m 
Vincennes Class C early-May. Has not been seen out since but is unlikely to be far off the mark 

2. LOUVE DE REVE D'OR - Made it 2 on the trot when winning a 2200m Vincennes Class D in 
very good order on 11 June and a similar effort would see her pull off the 3-timer 

3. LITTLE CROWN - Has not put a foot wrong since returning from her break, most recently 4th 
of 9 in a 2950m Vichy Class C on 4 July, and 3rd here last month, can repeat 

4. LOURGA - 5th of 8 finishers in a 2875m claimer here on 27 June. Has little room for 
manoeuvre but can still get a look-in 

5. LAMATTA - 9th of 13 finishers in a 2750m Cabourg Class C, on return from a spell, 8 days 
ago. Hind pads fitted for the occasion but still looks to have too much to do 

6. LOLITA TURGOT - Last of 7, when being conditioned, in a 2950m Vichy Class C on 4 July. 
Shod as she was when imposing under these conditions earlier in the year but chances still 
appear limited 

7. LAURELINA - Produced a good run to finish 3rd of 8 in a 2175m Vincennes Class B on 4 
June. Has had time to freshen up and, although starting wide on the outside, will still be in with a 
reasonable shout of picking up some place prizemoney 

8. LA VIE EST BELLE - Quality element but sanctioned in 3 of last 4, latterly a 2450m Caen 
monté Gr.2 on 11 May. Shod for re-entry though and best to hold off 

9. LOLITA DE LA BUTTE - 6th under these conditions mid-June before faulting in a 2875m 
Class C here earlier in the month and is unlikely to shake things up 

10. LA DAME DE COEUR - Just missed out on the hat-trick when 2nd of 11 in a 2725m Cabourg 
Class D earlier this month. Goes left-handed for the first time but runs here with the confidence of 
her handler and will be expected to make a big impact. Chance 

Summary: Unbeaten in 2 starts when fitted with pads all-around, LOUVE DE REVE D'OR (2) 
was particularly convincing at Vincennes and the hat-trick is a realistic goal. LA DAME DE 
COEUR (10) is forced to start on the 2nd row but is clearly a progressive sort and can play a 
leading role if she turns. LITTLE CROWN (3) left a very good impression under these conditions 
mid-June and, fitted with 4 pads again, looks a decent place prospect. LAURELINA (7) breaks 
wide but reassured, in no uncertain terms, across town early-June and will be competitive for a 
place in the frame. 

SELECTIONS 

LOUVE DE REVE D'OR (2) - LA DAME DE COEUR (10) - LITTLE CROWN (3) - LAURELINA 

(7) 



          SATURDAY, 20/07/24 

 

C3 - PRIX DE LA PLACE D'IENA - 2250m (a1m1/2) - Class C Race - 

Mounted - EUR € 46,000  

 
1. KILDARE OF LOVE - Never far from faulting but has solid monté credentials. Sanctioned 
though in a 2850m Laval Class E late-June and, in this company, will struggle to make his mark 

2. KYO FERFAY - Has not put a foot out of place since returning to the monté code, latterly close 
2nd in a 2850m Laval Class E on 27 June. In tougher company this time but can nonetheless 
play a small role 

3. KING OF JIEL - Quality colt that made short work of a Class D over course and distance late 
last month. Steps marginally up in category but still looks a player 

4. KASBAH PERRINE - Sanctioned in a 2850m Vincennes harness Class C 3 weeks ago. Has 
already won in this branch of the game and can get in on the action if François Lagadeuc keeps 
her stride in check 

5. KAKO GASCOGNE - Takes first competitive steps in the monté discipline after being 
sanctioned in a 2850m Vincennes harness Class C late last month and chances slim at best 

6. KROME - Last of 9 when preparing for this in a harness Class C under these conditions earlier 
in the month. Barefoot for the occasion but still has more to find 

7. KEENGAME - Imperial winner of a 2850m Vincennes Class D on just her 2nd appearance 
under the saddle and can repeat, provided Anthony Barrier manages to keep her trotting 

8. KIDY D'EPONA - Not without merit but will need to improve on her 6th of 9 in a Class C over 
course and distance 2 weeks ago 

9. KADANSE DU CORTA - Given a break after trotting 7th of 8 behind KENIDILLE (10) in a 
2700m Vincennes Class C on 21 May. Has had time to get her house in order and the Alexandre 
Abrvard-factor cannot be ignored. Claim 

10. KENIDILLE - Missed out by little, on comeback, in a 2700m Vincennes Class C a month 
back. 4 pads fitted for the first time and, if race-fit, can figure prominently 

Summary: Beaten just the once when applied, KEENGAME (7) opened her monté account in 
style this time last month and, with application, can wrap this up. She can still expect to feel the 
heat from the capable but complicated KADANSE DU CORTA (9) who will be expected to make 
up for her recent Vincennes blip, and the ever-competitive KENIDILLE (10) who sports 4 pads on 
return from a spell. KING OF JIEL (3) won easily over course and distance 3 weeks ago and 
confirmation is not beyond the realm of possibility. 

SELECTIONS 

KEENGAME (7) - KADANSE DU CORTA (9) - KENIDILLE (10) - KING OF JIEL (3) 



          SATURDAY, 20/07/24 

 

C4 - PRIX DE MILAN - 2150m (a1m1/4) - Gr3 Race - Harness - EUR € 

90,000  

 
1. KANTO AVIS - Has hardly put a foot out of place this season, latterly clinching 2nd to KEEP 
GOING (6) in a 2175m Vincennes Gr.3 on 23 June, but is sufficiently well-placed to turn the 
tables 

2. JAZZMAN (GER) - Won 2 of 3 starts here last season. Has 2 races in him this term, hind pads 
fitted and, while not a contender, will nevertheless be worth monitoring 

3. KATINKA DU MOUCHEL - Has not been seen out since trotting 7th of 12 in a 2100m 
Vincennes Gr.2 early-February. Has talent in spades and is unshod behind for the first time, but 
looks more a place prospect on first start back 

4. KABAKA DE GUEZ - Has struggled with form for much of the year, latterly sanctioned in a 
2875m Gr.3 here a fortnight ago. Appears to be in shape though and, from the 4-spot, should not 
be ignored 

5. KING OPERA - Classy colt that finished 6th of 16 in a 2750m Craon Class B [on turf] late last 
month. Modified shoeing this time and, if focused, can make this his own 

6. KEEP GOING - Won a 2175m Vincennes Gr.3 late last month, beating some good horses. 
Breaks in front and, if still on the boil, can apply the pressure on KING OPERA (5) 

7. KEEN WINNER - Unraced since coming 2nd of 14 in a 2700m Vincennes Gr.3 early-May. 
Fitted with pads all-around for re-entry however and best to keep one's powder dry 

8. KRISTAL JOSSELYN - 4th to KEEP GOING (6) in late-June Vincennes race of reference. Has 
good references in this category at Enghien and although drawn wide, still looks competitive for a 
thin slice of the pie 

9. EDGAR SABA - A veritable metronome in 2024. Won over longer here before repeating in a 
2100m Vincennes Class C 3 weeks ago. Steps up in category but deserves to take his chances 

10. KIWI DE TREMONT - Honest colt that trotted third to EDGAR SABA (9) in a 2875m Class A 
here mid-June. On the back row and, although untried at this level, deserves to take his chances 

11. KONFINEE - Starts for the first time since finishing last but one in a 2850m Vincennes Class 
A early-April. Shoes on and no threat 

12. ELTON WISE - Sanctioned in 3 of last 4, most recently a 2875m Enghien Class A mid-June. 
Forced to start on the back line, sports front pads this time, but will have his supporters 

13. KARA POU RAFAL - Returns to Paris after trotting 6th of 11 over 2650m at Son Pardo a 
month back. Has previously won at Vincennes but has no possible chance this time 

14. RAGAZZA DU CHENE - 6th here last month before faulting in a 2850m Vincennes Class C 3 
weeks ago. Shod as she was when victorious at Vincennes in January, but still not an obvious 
choice 

15. KNOCKONWOOD - Picked up this year where he left off last season, latterly 7th of 8 behind 
KEEP GOING (6) in late-June Vincennes race of reference. Sports modified shoeing, 
Lebourgeois has maintained faith, but still difficult to make a case 

16. EXPRESS D'ARC - 8th of 16, on French debut, in a 2850m Vincennes Gr.3 early last month. 
Raced better that day than the result would suggest, but the draw will not help his cause 
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Summary: Gr.2 winner and Gr.1-placed in 2023, KING OPERA (5) has not been quite as sharp 
this term but will have made the most of his Craon outing,  is nicely-positioned in front and, 
sporting a new configuration, can return to winning ways. William Bigeon will still be wary of the 
consistent KANTO AVIS (1) who has been knocking at the door lately, and KEEP GOING (6) who 
had the latter's measure across town a month ago. EDGAR SABA (9) may not be of the same 
calibre as William Bigeon's horse but he has thrived since coming to France and is absolutely not 
to be underestimated. 

SELECTIONS 

KING OPERA (5) - KANTO AVIS (1) - KEEP GOING (6) - EDGAR SABA (9) 



          SATURDAY, 20/07/24 

 

C5 - PRIX DU PALAIS BOURBON - 2875m (a2m) - Class E Race - Harness 

- EUR € 49,000  

 
1. IVORINO D'ECHAL - Completely off the boil since May 2023. Sanctioned in a 2750m Cabourg 
Class E 11 days ago and has nothing to offer 

2. ILDO DU VIVIER - Sanctioned in an 1800m Class D at La Capelle a fortnight ago. Starts in 
front but has disappointed over recent months and is not about to buck the trend 

3. GOLDWIN SANTIGNY - Won an amateur event at Reims before running 2nd to a very good 
horse in a 2750m Class F at La Capelle a fortnight ago. Starts in front but will still have too much 
to do 

4. HERCALINE - 2nd of 11 in an amateurs Class F over course and distance late last month. 
Receives a Yoann Lebourgeois drive this time but may nonetheless be biting off more than she 
can chew 

5. GANOVO - Modest trotter that finished 11th of 14 in a 2700m Class F at La Capelle on 9 July 
and has no possible chance 

6. IN EN VRIE - Enjoying something of a renaissance since late-April, most recently valiant 2nd of 
10 finishers in a 2700m Vincennes Class D a month ago, and barefoot again, can impose 

7. IN LOVE DE JIEL - Won over course and distance mid-June before trotting 4th of 11 in a 
2850m Laval Class D later that month. Unlikely to impose again but can still challenge for a step 
on the podium 

8. IACYNTHE DIDJEAP - Got straight down to business at Rambouillet on return from a spell 
before losing his action in a 2800m Chartres Class E a month back. Form is not in doubt though 
and, with application, can make amends 

9. IRIS FROM - Unraced since trotting 3rd of 9 finishers in a 2700m Vincennes Class B early-
February. Barefoot for the occasion, with Alexandre Abrivard reining, and will have her chances 

10. HAS DE COEUR - 5th of 11 in a Class D over course and distance 2 weeks ago. Is not about 
to cause an upset but has been knocking at the door and will be expected to make first 5 

11. INDUS VAL - Did not enjoy the best of runs when 9th of 12 in a 2800m Bernay Class A a 
fortnight ago. Has otherwise been firing on all cylinders and can bounce back and win this 

Summary: The big guns are forced to start on the second row here, with INDUS VAL (11) looking 
a serious proposition despite his recent Bernay clinker. He will still come under fire from the likes 
of IN EN VRIE (6) who has turned a corner lately, and the returning IRIS FROM (9) who has done 
little to disappoint since starting to race barefoot again. IN LOVE DE JIEL (7) won under these 
conditions last month and can again finish in the mix. 

SELECTIONS 

INDUS VAL (11) - IN EN VRIE (6) - IRIS FROM (9) - IN LOVE DE JIEL (7) 



          SATURDAY, 20/07/24 

 

C6 - PRIX DE LA PORTE MONTMARTRE - 2150m (a1m1/4) - Class D Race 

- Harness - EUR € 59,000  

 
1. EXCELLENT DAY - Has not been seen out since faulting in a 2875m monté Class C here late-
October. Front pads on but has other priorities and poses no danger 

2. FIDELE MADRIK - Reverts to a previous formula after coming last of 14 in a 2850m Carentan 
Class D a week ago, and can expect to have few friends 

3. GIANT MADRIK - Consistently in the thick of things, latterly 2nd of 16 in a 2700m Vincennes 
Class D. Has been handed a good draw and David Thomain will be confident of a place in first 5 

4. HOLD UP DU SAPTEL - Steps marginally up in category after securing a 2700m Class D at La 
Capelle a fortnight ago. Has references at this level and the draw will only enhance his prospects. 
Place chance 

5. GREZ - 4th of 16 in a 2850m Carentan Class D last weekend. Has solid references over these 
shorter trips and is well-placed to give this a good go 

6. GYS - Sanctioned when heavily-backed in a 1609m Vichy Class D 2 weeks ago. Form is not in 
doubt and the engagement of Benjamin Rochard will do his prospects no disservice 

7. GLOBAL AGREEMENT - Unbeaten in all 5 starts on French soil, latterly clinching a 2100m 
Vincennes Class D on 3 May. Comes here fresh, unshod, and will take all the beating 

8. HULYSSE DIGEO - Seldom gets his nose in front these days but left a good impression when 
3rd of 16 in a Class C over course and distance 3 weeks ago, and must be taken seriously 

9. FRODO S - Trotter of significant ability but disappointing of late. Drops back in category after 
coming 12th of 16 in a similar event here 10 days ago but still unlikely to cause an upset 

10. MISTER DONALD - By no means disgraced when 5th of 16 in a 2100m Vincennes Class E a 
month ago. Gave a very good account last time here but others still preferred 

11. HARRY COHIAIS - Wonderfully-consistent type that races barefoot for the occasion after 
winning over 2650m at Tongres earlier in the month. Is plainly at his best and looks principal 
threat to GLOBAL AGREEMENT (7) 

12. ALONE (SWE) - Lost his action, on French debut late-June, in a 2875m monté Class D, and 
can be confidently disregarded 

13. MARION FOUTY BON - In form but sanctioned in a  Class C over course and distance 3 
weeks ago. Alexandre Abrivard back in charge but in this company may find the going a bit too 
tough 

14. KIMI DI QUATTRO - On a decent run of form since returning to competition, latterly unlucky 
2nd of 13 in a 2775m Class C at Les Sables-d'Olonne on 8 July. Not ideally-drawn but still merits 
considerable respect. Attention 

15. FRANKLIN DE MESLAY - 8th to HOLD UP DU SAPTEL (4) in a 2700m Class D at La 
Capelle earlier in the month. Looked to be coming good during the spring but has since come off 
the boil and can be ruled out 
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Summary: Simply exceptional since coming to France, GLOBAL AGREEMENT (7) may not have 
raced since early-May but he is unbeaten in his last 7 starts and, barefoot for comeback, should 
be able to wrap this up. Leading the opposition's charge is a barefoot HARRY COHIAIS (11) who 
has not put a foot wrong this term, and the better-positioned HOLD UP DU SAPTEL (4) who has 
won 4 of his last 5. GREZ (5) also benefits from a front-row break and, proven at the venue, can 
challenge for a place in the frame. 

SELECTIONS 

GLOBAL AGREEMENT (7) - HARRY COHIAIS (11) - HOLD UP DU SAPTEL (4) - GREZ (5) 



          SATURDAY, 20/07/24 

 

C7 - PRIX HENRI CRAVOISIER - 1609m (a1m) - Gr3 Race - Harness - EUR 

€ 90,000  

 
1. LA JOYEUSE WICZ - Gr.1 winner earlier this year but below-par in 3 since the break, latterly 
7th in Prix Albert Viel, and even with just front pads fitted, is not an obvious choice 

2. LOUISIANE DE BOMO - Progressive filly dropping back in category after coming 5th in Prix 
Albert Viel late-June. Should take well to Enghien profile and will be no soft touch 

3. LISTENTOTHEMUSIC - Undeniably capable but lacklustre last but one, on re-entry, in 2700m 
Gr.2 Prix Masina on 10 May. Has not been seen out since but appreciates Enghien and will have 
her supporters 

4. LITTLE BROWN - Off the boil since winning across town 3 months ago, most recently 9th 
behind LUNA NOVA GWEN (6) in 2150m Gr.3 Prix de Rome here on 6 July. Considering the 
stable and the draw though, a surprise is not out of the question 

5. LOVINO BELLO - Faulted when well-supported in 2700m Gr. Prix Albert Viel on 23 June. Has 
excellent references with Eric Raffin reining and returning to racing shod may be just the ticket 

6. LUNA NOVA GWEN - Good 2nd in Gr.2 Prix Ozo before missing out on victory, in the final 
strides of 2150m Gr.3 Prix de Rome here on 6 July, and can win this 

7. LARGO DE CASTELLE - 10th of 11 in Prix de Rome a fortnight ago. Is plainly better than that 
though and should not be written off 

8. LADY - Classy filly that finished 4th, 2 places behind LUNA NOVA GWEN (6), in 2150m Gr.3 
Prix de Rome here a fortnight ago. Is a filly with a bright future and, even though drawn wide, is 
not about to let the side down 

9. FEDE AS - Useful filly but has not been seen out since coming last of 4 in a 2700m Vincennes 
Gr.3 late-March. Shoes on and no threat 

10. FAR WEST BI - Classy Italian raider making French debut off the back of Gr.2 Gran Premio 
Citta' Di Napoli success over 2100m 3 weeks ago. Boasts 1'11''1 over a mile and despite the 
draw, can still impose 

Summary: An interesting race in prospect here with no obvious standout. The Italian FAR WEST 
BI (10) has won 5 of his 8 starts to date but, more importantly, secured the Gr.2 Gran Premio 
Città di Napoli late last month and if he takes to Enghien conditions, can make it 3 in a row. He 
will not have it all his own way though considering the progress LUNA NOVA GWEN (6) has 
shown lately, and LADY (8) who finished close to her in the Gr.2 Prix de Rome a fortnight ago. 
Racing shod this time, LOVINO BELLO (5) lost his action in the Gr.1 Prix Albert Viel a month 
back but will be dangerous if Eric Raffin keeps him trotting. 

SELECTIONS 

FAR WEST BI (10) - LUNA NOVA GWEN (6) - LADY (8) - LOVINO BELLO (5) 
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C8 - PRIX DES QUINZE-VINGT - 2875m (a2m) - Class B Race - Harness - 

EUR € 60,000  

 
1. JACADI BROUETS - 8th of 11 finishers in a 2150m Class D here on 3 July, although raced 
better than the result would imply and, already a course-and-distance winner, should not be 
overlooked 

2. JAB DE MYE - Reliability not his strong suit but came a reassuring 4th of 13 in a 1900m Class 
D at  Le Croisé-Laroche on 24 June. Has respectable Enghien credentials and, with some luck in 
running, can pick up a cheque 

3. JIGSAW PUZZLE - 4th to JULIA QUICK (12) in a Class B under these conditions mid-June 
and will not be sent out at 68/1 this time around. First-5 chance 

4. JEEP DU PONT - 3rd to JALISCO FLIGNY (7) at Châtillon-sur-Chalaronne before coming an 
unexceptional 7th of 13 in early-July race of reference, and can be ruled out 

5. JOLIE STAR - Complicated mare but has bags of ability. Sanctioned, when never at her ease, 
in a 2150m Class D here earlier this month, but with application is unlikely to disappoint 

6. JASON GINYU - Facile winner of a 2700m Vincennes Class C late-May. Makes just 2nd 
appearance at Enghien but is still the horse to beat 

7. JALISCO FLIGNY - Won at Châtillon-sur-Chalaronne last month before trotting 4th to JILORD 
VIVA (11) in the race of reference. Unlikely to repeat but can still get a look-in 

8. JENNY DE JOUDES - Below-par in all 4 starts this term, most recently last but one in race of 
reference and has no realistic chance 

9. JALIMEDE - Has merit but has not raced since finishing 7th of 11 in a Class B over track and 
trip early-May. Barefoot for comeback but will struggle to make his mark 

10. JIM PERRINE - 5th to JULIA QUICK (12) here mid-June before securing a 2925m Cagnes 
Class C 12 days ago. Not a priority but should nevertheless generate some interest 

11. JILORD VIVA - Took little time getting back in shape following the break, most recently 2nd of 
13, beating many of these, in a 2150m Class D here on 3 July, and will be competitive at the 
business end of the race 

12. JULIA QUICK - Occasionally a handful but reassuring winner of a Class B over course and 
distance mid-June and, with form maintained, will have a lot to contribute 

13. JOYCE - Failed earlier in the year to replicate last season's form, latterly 5th of 8 finishers in a 
Class B over track and trip early-May. Barefoot for re-entry but others still easier to back 

14. JAPAROV LIRE - 2nd of 6, on re-entry, over 2275m at Mons on 13 June. Will have 
progressed for the run, has form here, and will be expected to apply the pressure on JASON 
GINYU (6) 

Summary: Back in business since returning to racing barefoot, JASON GINYU (6) has had time 
to freshen up after his late-May Vincennes romp and, even though stepping up in class, still looks 
the pick of the field. Well-engaged at the limit of earnings, JAPAROV LIRE (14) has nothing to 
prove at this level and, in present form, is very easy to like, as is JILORD VIVA (11) who has 
been thriving here over recent weeks. JULIA QUICK (12) has won 2 of her last 3, most recently 
beating the boys here, and will be no pushover. 
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SELECTIONS 

JASON GINYU (6) - JAPAROV LIRE (14) - JILORD VIVA (11) - JULIA QUICK (12) 



          SATURDAY, 20/07/24 

 

C9 - PRIX DE L'ESPLANADE - 2875m (a2m) - Class C Race - Harness - 

EUR € 46,000  

 
1. KOURGA DE LOU - Has hardly put a foot wrong this season, most recently close 2nd of 15 in 
a 2150m Class D here earlier in the month, and returns to the venue with every chance of 
upsetting KHALEESI SMART (13) 

2. KARINA STEED - Moderate filly that faulted early in the race of reference. Has never shown 
much liking for Enghien and can be passed over 

3. KISS ME DU RUEL - Seldom disappoints when focused but sanctioned in last 3, most recently 
a 2750m Cabourg Class E on 5 July, and others easier to trust 

4. KAMELIA DE JEAN - Sent for a spell after winning over shorter here on 18 April. 7th behind 
KHALEESI SMART (13), on re-entry, in 21 June race of reference, but will have come on for the 
run and is worth retaining 

5. KINNAIRD - 8th of 9 finishers in a 2700m Vincennes Class C on 21 June. Has looked very 
ordinary lately and will have few takers 

6. KAGUYA JIEL - Has not been seen out since faulting in a 2850m Vincennes Class B on 2 
March and will have nothing to contribute 

7. KLASSICA DESBOIS - Returns to a track she likes after trotting 5th to KHALEESI SMART 
(13) in the race of reference. Cannot be considered a priority but is still worth keeping an eye on 

8. KAPUSHA MIP - Struggled during the spring but reassured when imposing over course and 
distance last weekend and will be no easy touch 

9. KOUVOLA - Made a fine return to competition when 3rd, a place behind KOSY D'ERONVILLE 
(10), in a 2750m Cabourg Class E a fortnight ago and will be competitive for a minor place 
payday 

10. KOSY D'ERONVILLE - Enjoying something of a revival since starting to race barefoot, latterly 
2nd of 11 finishers in a 2750m Cabourg Class E 2 weeks ago, and looks a decent first-5 prospect 

11. KINOA DU LIVIER - Back under harness after coming 5th of 11 in a monté Class C under 
these conditions 2 weeks ago. Has solid harness references here but faces a stiff test this time 
around 

12. KISS ME DE NAVARY - Made up for her mid-May clinker when successful in a 2175m 
Vincennes Class C early-June. Has never disappointed at Enghien and is in with a realistic shout 
of making the frame 

13. KHALEESI SMART - Sanctioned on re-entry before trotting 2nd to a very good horse in a 
2700m Vincennes Class C a month back. Thrives with Gelormini in the wagon and has a realistic 
chance of imposing this time 

Summary: Excepting a Vichy sanction, KHALEESI SMART (13) has been as solid as a rock 
since last year's debut, most recently impressive on just her second start back, and barefoot for 
the first time, looks set to open her 2024 account. Gabi Gelormini will nevertheless be keeping a 
keen eye on KOURGA DE LOU (1) who has taken superbly to Enghien conditions, and KISS ME 
DE NAVARY (12) who imposed smartly across town early last month. It took some time but 
KAPUSHA MIP (8) returned to victorious ways, under these conditions, a week ago and can 
again finish close. 
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SELECTIONS 

KHALEESI SMART (13) - KOURGA DE LOU (1) - KISS ME DE NAVARY (12) - KAPUSHA 

MIP (8) 

 


